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A Chat with the DJ - Jawjee 

 
MB: You Have very kindly agreed to do a mix for the podcast but I feel its always 
good for listeners to get to know you a little with a 5 step Q & A.. 
So we know that you play the deep, melodic and progressive style but when did you 
start to DJ and what made you take the step from punter to player ?? (as in the DJ 
kind) 
 
Jawjee: I started DJing at the ripe old age of 15 on a pair of SoundLab belt drive 
turntables, I mastered mixing vinyl within months it came natural to me. I was into 
trance at this point listening to music on labels such as Platipus. I gained my first 
residency in a bar in Gloucester when I was 16 and over the next 15 years held 
residencies at numerous bars and clubs around the Gloucester and Cheltenham 
areas. 
 
Around 2010 I started to dabble with productions as always felt I had something to 
give as I have always been really creative and used to play piano to a decent level 
so worked hard at learning "ableton live" inside and out and then started a synth 
obsession which is where most of my spare cash went over the next few years.  
 
I got my first track signed in 2017 at my first attempt once I had finished a track I was 
happy with on Pro B Tech Records and since then have had over 20 releases, been 
remixed by the likes of Phil Hartnoll (Orbital), Boy Bianchi, Jaap Ligthart, Hernan 
Cattaneo and more, many of them my idols.  
 
My tracks have been played live and on podcasts by Orbital for DJ mag, Jaap 
Ligthart and Eelke Kleijn to name a few. 
 
I formed part of the duo that started the witcombe cider festival which is now a 
15,000 capacity medium sized festival and played a big stage before the scratch 
perverts around 2016 and this gave me the desire to want to play alongside some of 
my heroes in the underground scene which is where The Prog Lab idea was born.  
 
I had run some smaller nights in my home town of Gloucester but felt I had to take it 
to Bristol to build a following and play to a more clued up crowd.  
 
Since The Prog Lab started with our first event in June 2018 with Sonic Union we 
have since held events at numerous venues around Bristol and I have warmed up 
now for some of my idols and favourite current artists such as Quivver, Jody 
Wisternoff, Tom Demac, Budakid, Kasper Koman, Joseph Ashworth, King Unique, 
Rui Da Silva as well as playing at some other cool gigs, such as at ADE in 
Amsterdam, London warming up for Quivver and also warming up for Chris Cargo in 
Bournemouth.  
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It has been humbling to see The Prog Lab grow each event and later this year we 
host our number 1 DJ Guy J in Bristol in November. So lots more exciting things to 
come with The Prog Lab and future gigs. 
 
 
MB: If you can share one musical memory with us, as a DJ or punter, which has 
lodged itself in the memory bank, what is it?? 
 
Jawjee: My most epic memory is and always will be Sasha playing The Leeds Love 
Parade in 1999, Sasha playing an edit of Jean Michel Jarre Ethnicolour transitioning 
into Underworld Dark and Long had a big affect and I still often reminisce about that 
now. There is a video on youtube, check out the carnage.  
 
https://youtu.be/iZ7S-XTmrK0 
 
 
MB: Tell us about a significant moment in your Dj’ing career?? (A warm up slot for a 
name, release of a track, the moment we asked you to do a mix J !!) 
 
Jawjee: DJ wise the biggest privilege for me so far was hosting and warming up for 
Jody Wisternoff as it was our first big and well attended Prog Lab as its was the first 
time Jody had played in his home town for a long time and it was a great feeling to 
play that gig and see a years worth of work culminate in people far and wide as far 
as Scotland, Spain and Germany at the event. 
 
 
MB: What are your 5 all time significantly important and memorable house tracks, 
ever….. The ones which you hear and it takes you to a time and place and just 
makes you smile !!!!! 
 
Jawjee: These are 5 tracks that all have significant emotional memories attached 
throughout my life. 
DJ Dan – That Zipper Track (The first white label I had early in my career DJing 
clubs always had people asking about that) 
Art Of Trance – Kaleidoscope (My first taste of trance music at 14) 
Orbital – The Girl with the sun in her head (my dads and my favourite Orbital track) 
Empire Of the sun – we are the people (Always makes me think of beach parties in 
my early 20s and played it out alot) 
Tilt – Butterfly (My favourite ever trance track) 
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MB.. What is your favourite place in the world and what makes it so special to you ?? 
 
Jawjee: 
 
2 Places. Witcombe which is at the bottom of the cheese rolling hill if you have ever 
heard of the cheese rolling in Gloucestershire. I grew up right underneath it and had 
the pleasure of creating a music festival with another resident which is now a 15k 
capacity festival.  
 
Bristol, has and always will be my favourite city for music and clubbing and DJ gigs. 
 


